Cornerstone Academy
March 2019

We pray that the three day Bible camp will be blessed by God and that many children will come to a saving knowledge of Christ! We also pray that God will give super-abundant grace to the teachers and organizers of the camp, esp. Kimsi.

For the sake of our Minneapolis friends, the unfinished two story building at the left is the school, and to the right is both an overnight boarding facility for some of the children, as well as a small home where Kimsi lives along with the couple who helped them start the school a few years ago.

This view looks to the east-southeast, and the city of Pallel is out of view to the right.

God bless you!
Bob

Update from Thangboi:

Kindly see these pictures of ongoing Bible Camp here at Cherith. God has given more than 400 students. This camp is for three days.